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How to Organize Experiences in the Gamification of Education
Shuichi Sugitani＊
＜Abstract＞
     Gamification is reasonably designed for game completion, efficiency of goal achievement, and 
motivation for in-game activities.  In this paper, we examine “open games” that allow participants in 
educational games to behave independently in the game.
     “Transformational games” refers to a game designed to change the player in some way.  In normal 
educational games, the abilities and resources that can be brought into the participating game, effort 
and speculative behavior in the game are hidden from the player.  In “open games”, it is important 
that the player recognizes these hidden elements.
     The benefit of the inconvenience model pays attention to the benefits that come from making 
physical and psychological effort.  A system based on the benefit of inconvenience designed by an 
individual in the upper level game is called an “nested game”.  A nested game may be uniquely 
designed according to individual interests under key game goals or may be an attempt to optimize 
according to player characteristics.  In addition, the ingenuity of nested games are not limited to 
personal tips, but may be shared with others.
     The first feature of a personally designed nested game is that the goal is not fixed. Individually 
designed game goals can be changed, and sometimes there are no goals.  The second feature is that 
the nested game design reflects a personal experience.
     Personal experience is organized in game design.  Synchronic organization appears in a variety of 
forms, such as compartmentalizing the life field and giving consistent meaning to the several gaming 
experiences.  On the other hand, any games in the past, the present, or the future are given meaning 
by diachronic organization.  These two types of organization will trigger personal independence in 
the game and provide clues to the open game.
Keywords: gamification, nested game, experience, benefit of inconvenience, 
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